Supernovae as
Distance Indicators
Bruno Leibundgut

Don’t believe in any of these methods. The only
reliable way of determining extragalactic
distances is through supernova investigations.
F. Zwicky

You must understand the physics of the galaxies
before you can use them to mark the geometry of
space.
Walter Baade
quoted by Alan Sandage
in ‘The Mount Wilson Observatory’
(2004)

Three Current Methods
• Luminosity
– ”standard candle”, “standardizable candle”

• direct angular size
– rings, circumstellar interactions

• change in angular size
– Baade-Wesselink method, expanding
photosphere method, Spectral-fitting
Expanding Atmosphere Model

An old Method
• Parallax
– Tycho’s SN 1572
– Outside the solar
system and part of
the sphere of the
fixed stars
– violated the
Aristotelian view of
the world

“Luminosity Distances”
From a slide of Heber D. Curtis shown at the Great Debate:
The conditions of star concentration obtaining in the Magellanic
Clouds and in the globular clusters appear to render these
regions of space unique as regards variable stars.
The Magellanic Clouds contain:

1800 variable stars

Total of all variables in the rest of the sky, excluding those in
globular clusters:

1686
Heber D. Curtis (1920)
in the Great Debate
as quoted by M. A. Hoskin in J. Hist. Astron. 7, 169;
also on http://apod.nasa.give/diamond_jubilee/1920/cs_real.html)

“Luminosity Distances”
From a slide of Heber D. Curtis shown at the Great Debate:
Within the past few years some twenty-five novae have been
discovered in spiral nebulae, sixteen of these in the Nebula of
Andromeda, as against about thirty in historical times within our
own galaxy.

The problem with S And
Comparison of novae in Andromeda and the
Milky Way (Lundmark 1925)
– huge luminosity for S And

Correlation of galaxy brightness
and upper-class novae
Lundmark 1925

The expanding universe
Once the expansion was established the
Hubble diagrams could be constructed
𝑚=5log(𝑣) +25+𝑀−5log(𝐻↓0 )
Took almost 40 years before this was done for
supernovae

Zwicky 1965

Kowal 1968
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1970s and 1980s
• various Hubble diagrams
– David Branch, Gustav Tammann
Tammann 1978

Branch 1973

Supernovae and Supernova Remnants
Lecce 1973

1985ApJ..

1980s – infrared puzzles
• First infrared light curves showed ”strange
behavior”
– second maximum
– some variations

Elias et al. 1985

Elias et al. 1985
Elias et al. 1985

A distraction

• SN 1987A occupied everybody’s mind for
several years
– Nick Suntzeff, Mark Phillips, Bob Kirshner,
and everybody else

EPM or
standard
candles?

1987

Through the 1980s
• Assume standard candles

Santa Cruz 1989

1990s – Uncertainty and
Relieve
• Discovery of clearly nonstandard objects
– SN 1986G, SN 1991bg,
SN 1991T

• Luminosity-width relation
– Mark Phillips

• Development of
correction methods
– MLCS, SALT

Phillips 1993

factor of 1.5 allows SNe la to be used as excellent
indicators (with precisions in relative distances ~7%
If we, again, interpret this scatter as being entirel
peculiar velocities, the 11 nearest objects imply an
locity of 550 km s_1. A more detailed analysis of th
ity field based on these data will be given in a separa
(Suntzeff et al. 1996a).
We can test
the sensitivity
of these
results to dus
Hamuy
et al.
1996
tion in the host galaxies by restricting the sample e
ther to those objects for which we have been able to
upper limit to the equivalent width of the Na I D in
lines ^0.5 Â. For gas typical of that found in the dis
own Galaxy, such a limit corresponds to color
E(/5 —V)^0.1. For the 15 SNe meeting this conditio
90af, 9IS, 9lag, 92J, 92ae, 92al, 92bc, 92bg, 92b
92bl, 92bo, 93B, 930), the zero points of the c

Establishing the local sample
• Calán-Tololo survey
– systematic search
and (CCD) follow-up
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Growing angular size
• Baade-Wesseling or Expanding Photosphere
– idea goes back to Leonard Searle
– Kirshner & Kwan 1973

Importance of photospheric radius
• Model development through the 1990s
– Bob Wagoner, Ron Eastman
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• Application to several supernovae
– Brian Schmidt, Mario Hamuy, Bob Kirshner
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Schmidt et al. 1992
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Figure 4.4 —: EPM distance versus CMB redshift for six filter/velocity combinations.

Hamuy 2001

References.—(1) Hamuy 2001; (2) Hamuy & Suntzeff 1990; (3) Phillips et al. 1988; (4) Benetti, Capellaro, &
Turatto 1991; (5) Schmidt et al. 1993; (6) Capellaro et al. 1995.

solution:

distances with a precision of 9%, which is comparable to the
7% precision yielded by SNe Ia.
Figure 3Fig.
shows
the same
but in from
the ISNe
band.
this
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spreadobjects
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at these wavelengths.
Thestandard
least-squares
yields the
following
Overall, the
candlefitmethod
is characterized
by a
solution: scatter of between 0.39 and 0.20 mag. Evidently more objects
in the Hubble flow are required to pin down the actual precision
of this technique. The choice of 50 vdays
only has the purpose
p
I p ! AI "approximately
5.820(!0.764)
to represent
thelog
middle
of
the
plateau phase, and
5000
it is possible that other choices could deliver even better results.
5 logform,
(cz) !the
1.797(!0.103).
(2) for the
In its p
present
method appears very promising
determination of cosmological distances. Note also that this
precision is better than that yielded by EPM (20% in distance,
or 0.43 mag; Hamuy 2001), and the standard candle technique
is far less complicated. It requires only a few spectra and photometry around day 50. A few extra photometric and spectroscopic observations are required during the plateau in order
to solve for dust extinction in the host galaxy. The time of
explosion is also required. Since the duration of the plateau
does not vary much among the different SNe II, it would suffice
to get some photometric observations during the plateau/neb-

Standardizable Candle Method
Vp ! AV " 6.504(!0.995) log

(v )
p

5000

p 5 log (cz) ! 1.294(!0.131).

(1)

• Luminosity of SNe IIP at 50 days past
( )
explosion correlates with the luminosity
The scatter drops from 0.95 to 0.39 mag, thus demonstrating
that the correction for expansion velocities standardizes the
luminosities of SNe II significantly. It is interesting to note that
most of the spread comes from the nearby SNe, which are
potentially more affected by peculiar motions of their host
galaxies. When we restrict the sample to the eight objects with
cz 1 3000 km s!1, the scatter drops to only 0.20 mag. This
implies that the standard candle method can produce relative

– luminosity distance
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Fig. 1.—Expansion velocities from Fe ii l5169 vs. bolometric luminosity,
both measured in the middle of the plateau (day 50). Ridge line is a weighted
fit to the points and corresponds to vp ∝ L0.33(!0.04)
(with reduced x2 of 0.7).
p

Fig. 2.—Bottom: Raw Hubble diagram from SNe IIP V magnitudes. Top:
Hubble diagram from V magnitudes corrected for envelope expansion velocities.
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Fig. 5: CHOOSE ONE out of Figures 5 and 6!! Comparison of
EPM and SCM distances, using the dilution factors by Dessart &
Hillier (2005). Circle markers denote SNe for which an estimate
of the explosion epoch was obtained via the EPM, while starshaped markers show those that have an estimate for the epoch of
explosion from photometry. Diﬀerent colours denote the line that
was used to estimate the photospheric velocities of a particular
SN: red corresponds to Fe ii λ5169, and dark blue to Hβ. DEPM
=
L
SCM
DL is shown as a dotted line.
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Fig. 6: CHOOSE ONE out of Figure
EPM angular distances, using the dil
Hillier (2005) with SCM luminosity
denote SNe for which an estimate o
obtained via the EPM, while star-sh
that have an estimate for the epoch o
etry. Diﬀerent colours denote the line
the photospheric velocities of a parti
to Fe ii λ5169, and dark blue to Hβ.
shown as a dotted line. We assume a Λ
= 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ

• Luminosity distance and angular-size
distance differ by 𝐷↓𝐿 /𝐷↓𝐴 =(1+𝑧)↑2
• Measure distances to the same
object
A further inspection of Figure 6 reveals no obvious trend for
one technique to systematically result in larger distances than the
other. A possible exception might be PS1-13bni, however, due to
the large uncertainties in its distances, a clear statement cannot
be made. Similarly, there seems to be no obvious systematic shift
amongst the SNe (in red) for which the EPM and SCM distances
were derived using the Fe ii λ5169 line as an estimator for the
photospheric velocity.
Interestingly, the ratio between EPM and SCM distances
does seem to follow a trend for the measurements (in blue) relying on the vHβ /vFe 5169 relation, in that the DEPM
/DSCM
ratio inL
L
creases with distance. However, we emphasize that the errors in
the velocity measurements for these three objects are very large

and that this is likely an eﬀect of (extr
tics”. (Edit depending of figure chose
3.8. The Hubble diagram

Figure 9 shows the Hubble diagrams
tances, respectively. The red and blue
our sample for which either Fe ii λ51
mate the photospheric velocities. For
we only depict our distance results u
(2005) dilution factors, which give
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Gall et al, in prep.

But the theory of the expanding universe is in
some respects so preposterous that we
naturally hesitate to commit ourselves to it. For
it contains elements apparently so incredible
that I feel almost an indignation that anyone
should believe in it – expect myself.
Arthur Eddington
The Expanding Universe (1933)
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